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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Hardware acceleration using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FP-
GAs) has been receiving much attention in the field of high perfor-
mance computing (e.g., data centers and supercomputers), where
not only computational performance but also power efficiency is
highly required due to their energy constraints. FPGA provides
a reconfigurable region where users implement custom hardware
specialized to accelerate a specific task. The custom hardware on
FPGA has the potential to achieve several tens of times perfor-
mance improvement compared to CPUs/GPUs. FPGA-based large-
scale computing is getting popular (e.g., Bing search engine [2]).

Although FPGA is a promising technology to outperform com-
modity computer systems, system software support for a large-
scale FPGA cluster is still early-stage. One of the challenges is scal-
ability. FPGA applications are commonly written in OpenCL pro-
gramming model with vendor-specific development tools (e.g., In-
tel OpenCL SDK and SDAccel). The OpenCL programming model
and development tools guarantee high programmability, while they
only support single-node execution and the applications do not
scale up to a multi-node FPGA cluster. In addition, existing sys-
tems are lacking in supporting FPGA resource sharing. Large-scale
computer systems such as supercomputers and cloud servers are
shared among many users and various types of applications. To
efficiently execute numerous applications of different users with
a limited amount of FPGA resource, resource isolation and load
balancing systems are essential.

To achieve high scalability, programmability and efficient FPGA
sharing among users, we propose a hypervisor-based FPGA virtu-
alization system that enables fast and flexible task management
on a large-scale FPGA cluster. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
proposed system. In the proposed system, OpenCL host applica-
tions are executed on a unikernel, a lightweight library OS that pro-
vides a minimal set of OS functions as a user library. The uniker-
nel provides OpenCL-compatible APIs and OS device driver func-
tions to manage FPGA resources. The hypervisor performs FPGA
resource allocation and task scheduling based on application de-
mands and run-time FPGA resource usage. The hypervisor can al-
locate FPGA resources on different nodes to unikernel applications
according to their requests. Resource isolation and memory pro-
tection are realized by the hypervisor and hardware components
(FPGA shell) so that the system can support FPGA sharing among
applications. In addition, a load balancer in the hypervisor per-
forms a fast live migration of unikernel applications among phys-
ical server machines/FPGAs. These functions achieve high scala-
bility, high programmability, resource isolation, and high resource
utilization with lower virtualization overhead.
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed system.
System software support for large-scale computing with FPGAs

has been studied in recent years. Blaze is a framework that pro-
vides programming and run-time support to deploy big data pro-
cessing applications such as Hadoop in an FPGA-attached server
cluster [3]. Unlike Blaze, our research focuses on supportingOpenCL
applications implementedwith commodity FPGAdevelopment tools.
Another research proposes a cloud FPGA virtualization mecha-
nism that allows virtual machines (VMs) to share reconfigurable
regions of multiple FPGA boards through OpenStack [1]. In con-
trast to this VM-level approach, our system allows FPGAs to be
shared by applications, which achieves finer-grained task alloca-
tion and flexible load balancing.

We are currently implementing a prototype of our system on a
Xilinx Zynq SoC board. The base software of the proposed system
such as a hypervisor (KVM) and a unikernel (Solo5) is already run-
ning on the Zynq board. We are also planning to implement our
system in a realistic cloud server system (e.g., x86 server cluster
with Alveo U250, a high-performance FPGA board).
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